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food transport and preservation—gram elevators, meat and
fruit canneries, refrigerating plants, specialized shipping—was
developed in this period overseas and here. In the sphere, again,
of political controversies nearly the whole of that phase in Anglo-
Irish relations which is associated with the phrase 'Home Rule*
falls between 1870 and 1914. So, in tjic sphere of adventurous
discovery, do the concluding stages in man's survey of his earth's
surface! —the unravelling of the last secrets of Africa and the con-
quest of both the Poles. So again do a host of major scientific
discoveries, and many revolutionary inventions in the arts both
of peace and war. So, in England, do some very important social
developments consequent on legal changes; e.g. the general
supersession of direct individual ownership by ownership through
limited companies in almost every sphere of industry and trade,
and the emancipation, for contractual and property-owning pur-
poses, of married women. So, likewise, does the greater part of the
gradual but overwhelming revolution in the English birthrate
brought about by the use of contraceptives; and so does a silent
but easily distinguished change in the sphere filled by religion.
The country's political history during the forty-four years falls
pretty sharply and obviously into three more or less equal sub-
periods. The first extends to the defeat and resignation of Glad-
stone's third cabinet in i !!8fi; the second from thence to the death
of Queen Victoria; and the third down to the outbreak of the
European war. In the first, the dominant figures are Gladstone,
Disraeli, and Parncll; in the second, Salisbury and Joseph Cham-
berlain; while the third, though it extends four years beyond
the death of King Edward, might conveniently be labelled
Ecl>vard5an, The dividing lines correspond not only to the main
changes of current in the country's internal politics, but, within
only a few years each way, to those in the orientation of its foreign
policy, and also to movements of ideas and periods of cultural
development.
The present volume, therefore, has been conformed to this
triple division; and the chapters are so grouped as to treat each
of the sub-periods in turn under all its main heads. It is believed
that this arrangement will be for the convenience of the reader;
whose greatest difficulty, when examining a period about which
so much is known, must always be not to lose sight of the wood
for the trees.

